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An Open Letter to the People of the
United States
If I know anything, it is people,
because like yourselves, I am a
man of the people. I was born and
raised in a poor neighborhood of
Caracas. I was forged in the heat
of popular and union struggles in a
Venezuela submerged in exclusion
and inequality. I am not a tycoon, I
am a worker in thought and heart.
Today I have the great privilege of
presiding over the new Venezuela,
rooted in a model of inclusive
development and social equality,
envisioned by Commander Hugo
Chávez since 1998 and inspired by
the Bolivarian legacy.
We are today living a historical
moment. In these coming days, the
future of our countries will be defined
as one of war or peace. Your national
representatives in Washington want
to bring to your borders the same
hatred that they sowed in Vietnam.
They want to invade and intervene
in Venezuela—they say, as they said
then—in the name of democracy
and freedom. But this is not so. The
story of the usurpation of power in
Venezuela is as false as the weapons
of mass destruction in Iraq. It is a
false case, but it can have dramatic
consequences for our entire region.
Venezuela is a country that, by
virtue of its 1999 Constitution, has

broadly expanded the participatory
and protagonistic democracy of the
people, and in an unprecedented
manner, is one of the countries
with the largest number of electoral
processes held over the last 20 years.
You might not like our ideology or
our appearance, but we exist and we
are millions.
I address these words to the
people of the United States of
America to warn of the seriousness
and danger of some sectors in
the White House considering
an invasion of Venezuela with
unpredictable consequences for my
country and for the entire American
region. President Donald Trump also
intends to disrupt the noble dialogue
initiatives promoted by Uruguay
and Mexico, with the support of
CARICOM, for a peaceful solution
and dialogue in favour of Venezuela.
We know that, for the good of
Venezuela, we must sit down and
talk because to refuse dialogue is
to choose the path of force. Keep in
mind the words of John F. Kennedy:
“Let us never negotiate out of fear.
But let us never fear to negotiate.”
Are those who do not want to
dialogue afraid of the truth?
The political intolerance towards
the Venezuelan Bolivarian model

Nicolás Maduro Moros, February 13, 2019, Originally published in Granma English
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and the appetite for our immense oil
resources, minerals, and other great
riches, has prompted an international
coalition headed by the US
government to commit the serious
insanity of militarily attacking
Venezuela, under the false pretext of
a non-existent humanitarian crisis.
The people of Venezuela have
suffered painful social wounds
caused by a criminal commercial
and financial blockade, which has
been aggravated by the seizing and
theft of our financial resources and
assets in countries aligned with this
demented onslaught.
And yet, thanks to a new system
of social protection, of direct
attention to the most vulnerable
sectors, we proudly continue to be
a country with one of the highest
human development indices and with
lowest inequality in the Americas.
The US people must know
that this complex multifaceted
aggression is carried out with total
impunity and in clear violation of
the United Nations Charter, which
expressly rejects the threat or use of
force, among other principles and
purposes for the sake of peace and
friendly relations between Nations.
We want to continue being
business partners of the people
of the United States, as we have
been throughout our history. The
politicians in Washington, on the
other hand, are willing to send their
sons and daughters to die in an
absurd war, instead of respecting
the sacred right of the Venezuelan
people to self-determination and to
safeguard our sovereignty.
Like you, people of the United
States, we Venezuelans are patriots.
And we shall defend our homeland
with every piece of our soul. Today
Venezuela is united in a single voice:
we demand the end of aggression that

seeks to suffocate our economy and
socially suffocate our people, as well
an end to the serious and dangerous
threats of military intervention
against Venezuela. We appeal to the
good soul of US society, a victim
of its own leaders, to join our call

for peace: let us be all one people
against warmongering and war.
Long live the peoples of
America!
Nicolás Maduro
President of the Bolivarian
Republic of Venezuela

Pulwama: A Wake Up Call for Peace
in the Region
Ram Puniyani
The suicidal terrorist, Adil
Ahmad Dar, rammed his explosive
laden car into two trucks of a CRPF
convoy on 14 February 2019. The
blast led to the brutal murder of 44
jawans, a big national tragedy, most
heinous and condemnable. In terms
of scale and casualties, it exceeds
even the Uri attack of 18 September
2016, in which four heavily armed
terrorists targeted an Army brigade
headquarters, killing 19 soldiers. The
Pulwama attack is even more serious
than car-bombing at the Jammu
and Kashmir Legislative Assembly
complex in Srinagar on 1 October
2001, that killed 38 people. Both
the Uri and Legislative Assembly
terrorist attacks are said to have been
carried out by the Pakistan-based
terror outfit Jaish-e-Mohammed
(J-e-M). The same organisation
has also taken responsibility for the
Pulwama attack now.
In the aftermath of the Uri attack,
India undertook a surgical strike in
Pakistan, with the assumption that
it is the fitting response to Uri terror
attack. Pakistan denied any such
attack having taken place on its
soil. One recalls that even when
demonetisation was undertaken,
the claim was that it will curtail
militancy in Kashmir as terrorists

are able to operate with counterfeit
currency, and demonetisation will
render this currency useless. It is
clear that there is no let up in terrorist
attacks in Kashmir.
Following the attack, the Modi
Government is trying to flex its
muscles. Prime Minster Modi has
declared that the army has been given
a green signal to take suitable steps
to counter the situation. Meanwhile,
other developments taking place
on the ground across the country
are disturbing. There are reports
that Kashmiri students have been
threatened in various cities in several
states. Tathagat Roy, the Governor
of Meghalaya has given the call
to boycott Kashmiris. A deliberate
attempt is being made by Hindutva
groups like Bajrang Dal, Vishwa
Hindu Parishad and Bharatiya
Janata Party supporters to whip up
nationalistic passions with chants
of ‘Bharat Mata Ki Jai’, waving of
the tricolour, giving slogans against
Pakistan, and associating Pakistan
with Muslims. The likes of Anupam
Kher and Sonu Nigam are spewing
anger against secular and liberal
people. At several places, vigilante
groups are threatening Muslims.
The situation in Jammu required
the imposition of curfew as the
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threat to Muslims was palpable in
the area. The BJP’s state chief of
J&K Ravindra Raina and MP Jugal
Kishore took part in the protests
targeting the Muslims. The BJP has
distanced itself from the violence
without giving any statement
condemning the participation of its
leaders in these vicious protests. The
violence has left Kashmiri Muslims
living in Jammu and other parts of
India fearful.
It is another matter that in
different places, many Muslim
groups have come on the streets
to denounce Pakistan and have
strongly condemned the terror
attack. The Chief of Ajmer Dargah,
Syed Zainul Abedin, went to the
extent of saying that people from
Pakistan will be barred from visiting
the Ajmer shrine. On one hand,
activists and groups wanting peace
have issued appeals for sheltering
the targeted Kashmiris, while many
local level leaders have threatened
that those sheltering Kashmiris
will be attacked. The speeches of
communal elements are charging up
the atmosphere in a very negative
and divisive way.
How do we deal with this
situation and bring peace to
Kashmir? First we have to identify
as to why the region is gripped in
such a terror. There are multiple
components, which have got mixed
up. The militancy in Kashmir began
in the decades of 1960s and assumed
horrendous proportions since the
1980s. The core issue was the feeling
of alienation in Kashmir. The feeling
is that their autonomy has been
curtailed over a period of time. This
autonomy was a part of the treaty
through which Kashmir acceded to
India. As per article 370, Kashmir
Assembly has all powers barring the
areas of defense, communications,
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currency and external affairs. The
abolition of this clause has been the
an important part of the Hindutva
agenda of RSS–BJP.
After the accession of Kashmir
to India, the communal groups
started the campaign that Kashmir
should be totally merged into India.
This sowed the seeds of the process
of alienation of Kashmiri people
right from the 1950s onwards.
As this alienation increased, it
led to many elements becoming
disgruntled eventually led to the
birth of militancy, which was given
full support from across the border
by Pakistan. Another development
which has fuelled the growth of
terrorism in the region is related
to the politics for the control of oil
resources. This process was initiated
by America which helped the
grooming of Al Qaeda type elements
in Pakistani madrassas. This process
of grooming terrorist elements was
not only encouraged by also totally
funded by America in the 1980s
(America spent 8000 million dollars
and supplied armaments to the
tune of 7000 tons). These terrorist
groups, after winning the war against
the Soviet/Russian occupation of
Afghanistan, now became jobless
and so entered Kashmir, taking
advantage of the dissatisfaction that
was already there. They trampled
upon the unique culture of Kashmir,
known as Kashmiriyat, a cultural
synthesising of Buddhist values,
Vedanta and Sufi tradition. This
was one of the major factors which
started the communalisation of the
Kashmir problem and led to the
exodus of Kahmiri Pundits from
the Valley.
The Al Qaeda type terror groups,
funded by America and housed in
Pakistan, have now assumed the
form of Frankenstein’s monster.

Pakistan has lost over seventy
thousand people in terror attacks,
including the ex-Prime Minister
of Pakistan, Benazir Bhutto. These
terror groups do indeed get patronage
from a section of the Pakistani army.
The response to the situation of
turmoil in Kashmir region requires
a comprehensive understanding of
the genesis and growth of terrorism
in Kashmir. Adil Ahmad Dar, the
Jaish-e-Mohammad recruit, is a local
boy form Kashmir, who took the
path of terror after being thrashed by
the army. So far, most foot soldiers
of the terror outfits have been from
across the border. Now agitated
local boys also have started joining
these organisations. It is to be noted
that during the last four and half
years of Modi rule, the number of
terror acts, recruits for terrorism and
the army personnel killed in such
incidents has gone up several times.
An IndiaSpend analysis (a non-profit
data portal) based on government
data shows that over 800 terror
incidents have been reported in J&K
over the three years ending 2017,
increasing from 208 in 2015 to 342
in 2017. As many as 744 people
have died in these three years: 471
terrorists, 201 security forces and
72 civilians. While one can say that
Pakistan based terror groups have
played a major role in increasing the
terror acts, it is equally true that this
increase is the result of policies of
the Modi regime, where dialogue has
been replaced by bullets and pellet
guns. Can terrorism be wiped out by
bullets alone?
We of course need to improve the
intelligence and security and prevent
recurrence of such attacks. Surely
the Pakistan based terror groups
need to be punished and brought
to book. At the same time, it also
needs to be realised that a surgical
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strike and aggressive words cannot
save the region from the present
tormenting situation. War is no
solution, war itself is the problem. It
is the soldiers again who will have to
bear the brunt of the damages of war.
Along with that, the whole region
will sink into an abyss from which
recovery will take years. While
pursuing a firm policy in Kashmir
and with our neighbour, we need to
initiate a solid process of dialogue
with the disgruntled elements and
with our neighbour to bring peace
to the region. A lasting peace is
what we need; temporary aggressive
measures will not eliminate the seeds
of terror in the region. We need to
introspect and realise that while
Pakistani support and housing of
terror groups worsens the situation,
unless we address the grievances
of local people, the outsiders will
keep making merry by instigating
and supporting the local dissident
elements.
The creation of an atmosphere of
retaliation is worsening the situation.
It is a short sighted response, and
inadequate to eliminate the problem
of terrorism in the region. The
present atmosphere where Muslims
are feeling insecure and Kashmiris
are being targeted is worsening the
situation. We do need to give an
atmosphere of security and amity
to all our citizens. An appeal of
harmony from the top may restrain
the communal elements who in
their display of hyper nationalism
are creating a situation which
violates the principle of fraternity,
the foundation of our nation and the
base of our Constitution.
(Ram Puniyani is a former
professor of biomedical engineering
and former senior medical officer
affiliated with the Indian Institute of
Technology Bombay.)

War Mongering Must Give Way to Trust,
Peace and Friendship
Sandeep Pandey
I went to participate in a candle
light homage paying event at Dr.
B.R. Ambedkar's statue organised
by about 200 Dalit students on
Hazratganj main crossing in
Lucknow on 16 February 2019
evening, two days after the dastardly
terrorist act in Pulwana, Jammu
and Kashmir, in which 37 Central
Reserve Polica Forces' personnel
were killed. While the condolence
meeting by Dalits students was
sombre with no slogans being
raised, at the neighbouring Mahatma
Gandhi statue, much smaller
nationalist groups of different shades
were crying hoarse over each other
shouting anti-Pakistan slogans, a
sight that may have made Gandhi
cringe.
The crucial question that arises
is why do such terrorist attacks
continue to take place, if Indian
government, as claimed by the
Prime Minister, has already given a
fitting reply to Pakistan after the Uri
terrorist attack in the form a surgical
strike? There is a clamour among the
Hindutva hardliners for a stronger
surgical strike. If the 2016 surgical
strike has not deterred Pakistan
based terror groups or the Pakistani
Army, what is the guarantee that a
fresh one will do? And how much
stronger surgical strike can be
launched before it triggers a war?
And who knows when the war will
degenerate into a nuclear one? In
fact, Government of India's hard-line
position against Pakistan and refusal
to engage in a dialogue has made the
situation worse.
Meanwhile, in Afghanistan, as

the United States prepares to pull out
its troops, India has been left out in
the cold. Donald Trump, who till now
had adopted a reprimanding attitude
towards Pakistan for having given
shelter to terrorist organisations,
has now realised its importance in
brokering a peace deal with Taliban.
Now he ridicules Narendra Modi as
someone who tells him that India
has built a library in Afghanistan,
undermining the Parliament
building made by the previous
Indian government in Kabul. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, who did
not spare any international forum to
demand isolation of Pakistan for its
role in promoting terror, has failed
to convince even one important
nation. China has blocked the Indian
attempt at United Nations to declare
Jaish-e-Mohammad chief Masood
Azhar, the man behind the 2001
Parliament attack and also behind
the recent Pulwama incident, as a
global terrorist. Russis, till sometime
back considered close to India, is
now building a military partnership
with Pakistan.
The Indian government, like
in the past terrorist attacks, has
blamed Pakistan for the Pulwama
terrorist attack. Can the Pakistani
government be held responsible for
J-e-M's act? India thinks so, but the
rest of the world doesn't agree with
this point of view. Will the Pakistani
government risk supporting such
an attack on India when it is just
about to host US–Taliban talks in
Islamabad and is happy to be back
in the good books of the US? It
desperately needs US financial help
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to sustain its security apparatus.
India must realise that the victim
card it plays is not isolating Pakistan
but is increasingly making India
helpless. In no position to launch
a full fledged war because of the
impending danger of use of nuclear
weapons, it is in India's interest to
buy peace with Pakistan and restore
normalcy in Kashmir.
Facing marginalisation in
Afghanistan peace talks, the Indian
government through its Army Chief
Bipin Rawat has signaled that it
is willing to talk to Taliban. But
this same government refuses to
engage with the elected government
of Pakistan, failed to pull along a
coalition in J&K with the People's
Democratic Party and does not
acknowledge the presence of All
Parties Hurriyat Conference, which
possibly has more hold on people
than any political party there. In
fact, it questioned Pakistani Foreign
Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi
for having had telephonic talks with
Hurriyat leaders recently. It doesn't
believe in dialogue and doesn't
want anybody else to dialogue with
anybody else. This holier than thou
attitude has played havoc with the
people of J&K.
If the Indian government has
no qualms about talking to Taliban,
then it should reconsider its position
on avoiding dialogue with Pakistan
and Kashmiri political actors. Imran
Khan has preempted India by taking
the Kartarpur Corridor initiative,
forcing India to cooperate as the
Indian government cannot afford
to hurt religious sentiments of the
Sikh community. It should initiate
full fledged dialogue process at
the highest level. It cannot hope
to have a better combination than
Imran Khan–Shah Mehmood
Qureshi at the helm of affairs in
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Pakistan. It is a pity that there are
attempts to cow down Navjot Singh
Sidhu for advocating dialogue with
Pakistan, who seems to be the only
Indian politician who is trying to
inject some sanity in the otherwise
virulent atmosphere created in the
country in the name of nationalist
politics.
To restore peace in J&K, Indian
government must engage with
Hurriyat leaders, pave the way
for State elections (possibly along
with the general elections due in
May), and help in the formation
of the next elected government.
The Indian government has to trust
J&K government to run its affairs
on its own, with the help of local
police to control the law and order
situation like in other states. The
army's role should be limited to
protecting borders only. Armed
Forces Special Powers Act must
be given a silent burial, a vocal
demand for which was made by
Omar Abdullah when he was the
Chief Minister. In essence, until the
Indian government stops treating
Kashmir like its colony, peace is
unlikely to return to the valley. No
government can use pellet guns on
its own people.
We have moved away from
Gandhian values, especially in the
current regime headed by Narendra
Modi who doesn't visualise
Gandhi's role beyond the sanitation
campaign. And we have to rely
on our Constitution to bring back
normalcy to Kashmir. Narendra
Modi has to expand his publicly
declared chest size of 56 inches
to allow a larger heart to extend
a hand of friendship and peace to
the people of Kashmir, its political
actors, even those of separatist hues,
and Pakistan. It must reach a written
or an unwritten arrangement, just

like the one with China, not to let
soldiers from either side use any
fire power. Both governments will
have to jointly deal with terrorists
because terror organisations based
in Pakistan are hurting Pakistani
population probably more than
Indian population, something which
very few people realise in India.
(Sandeep Pandey is a social
activist and Magsaysay Award
recipient.)
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Budget 2019: Pension Scheme for Unorganised Workers Is Yet
Another Illusion
Sudhir Katiyar
The NDA government in its
last budget before the election has
announced an ambitious pension
scheme for unorganised sector
workers.
Given its tendency for hyperbole,
the scheme is already being touted
as the largest pension scheme in the
world with 100 million potential
beneficiaries. Let us therefore ponder
the fate of similar schemes that were
launched in the very first year of the
Narendra Modi government, like
for instance the Shramev Jayate
programme that was launched with
much fanfare for this very category
of workers.
Under the scheme, all the
unorganised sector workers were
to be issued social security cards
(UWIN, or Unorganised Workers
Identification Number cards). “The
workers will be assigned a unique
identity so as to give them social
security benefits including health
insurance and old age pension,” the
business newspaper Mint reported
in February 2015, i.e. four years
ago. BJP ministers held fairs and
collected thousands of forms that are
mostly gathering dust.
The current scheme is likely to
meet a similar fate.
The Atal Pension Yojna, with
features very similar to the new
scheme, was launched on May 9,
2015—targeting this very sector
with similar hyperbole. The scheme
struggled from the very beginning.
The scheme had a target of covering
some 2.2 crore people by December
2015. However only about 6.5% of
the target was achieved by due date.

Three years after its launch,
the scheme had a subscriber base
of 1.1 crore people—no doubt a
substantial number by itself, but
still a minuscule proportion of the
vast mass of 41.6 crore workers
estimated to form the workforce in
the unorganised sector according to
the 66th round of NSSO in 2011–12.
It is a telling commentary on the
polity of our time that in its rush for
‘political surgical strikes’ before the
upcoming elections, the government
has launched a new scheme with
more or less the same features that
were the cause of the failure of its
previous scheme.
Unrealistic goals
The latest scheme can be
critiqued on two major grounds.
First is that the contributions are not
linked to employment of workers
and are voluntary in nature. For a
large number of reasons, detailed
below, the workers are not likely
to welcome the scheme and deposit
their contributions. The second is
that by the age of 60 year when the
pension benefits are supposed to start
flowing in, a large chunk of workers
will not be alive any more to claim
benefits.
Social security schemes all
over the world and even in India
are linked with employment. The
social security deductions are made
from the employee’s salary with a
corresponding deduction from the
employers. However in the new
scheme, the contributions are to
be made only by the workers. To
expect workers to deposit their

contributions regularly over a period
of 20 to 30 years is asking for the
impossible.
The state record is so erratic and
so anti-worker that to expect the
workers to deposit any part of their
hard earned income in a scheme
from which benefits will flow
after 20 to 30 years is completely
unrealistic. To illustrate, even right
now, PF deductions are being made
from wages of millions of contract
workers without their being even
aware of it. Employees Provident
Fund Organization is aflush with
hard earned money of unorganised
sector workers for which there are
no claimants.
To give another example, every
state has launched contributory
pension schemes for unorganised
sector workers that are defunct and
it is impossible to claim back the
contributions made by the workers.
Another major ground of
critique is that by the age of 60 years
when the pension funds would start
flowing, majority of the workers
who have paid premium for 20 to
30 years would not be alive to avail
benefits. This provision shows how
divorced Lutyens Delhi is from the
dust and grime of real India.
While an age of 60 years is good
for giving post-retirement benefits
to middle classes, it is completely
unrealistic for hard working informal
sector workers. The current average
life expectancy in India is 68.8 years
and for rural males it is 65 years.
However, life expectancy in India
varies sharply with socio-economic
status. The scheduled caste and
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scheduled tribe communities, who
supply the maximum number of
workers to the informal sector, have
distinctly lower life expectancies
than that of normal upper-caste
middle-class Indians.
A paper written by S.K. Mohanty
and F. Ram from International
Institute for Population Studies
titled Life Expectancy at Birth
Among Social And Economic
Groups in India showed that the
life expectancy amongst scheduled
tribes in 2006 was 60.3 years. For
the poor scheduled tribes, it was as
low as 56.9 years. It can be assumed
that the unorganised sector workers
fall in the poor category. For poor
scheduled castes, life expectancy
was 63 years.
While there would have been a
slight increase in this over the last
decade, the life expectancy for males
in these two categories will be lower
than the average. These figures can
be tweaked in a number of ways,
but one thing is very clear: a large
majority of the informal sectors will
not be alive at 60 years to claim
benefits.
In fact, the life expectancy for
manual workers, who work in hard
jobs like construction, brick kilns
and quarrying, is likely to be even
lower. Even a cursory glance at any
workplace would reveal that age of
majority of the work force in jobs
that require hard manual labour is
below 40 years. There are no more
jobs for these workers after they
cross into middle age. A pension
scheme for unorganised sector
workers should therefore begin at
55 years or even earlier.
But then, is there no way that
unorganised sector workers can be
provided social security? Actually
good models exist that are working.
The Maharashtra Mathadi and Other
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Manual Workers Act 1969 provides
such a model. More than 30 Mathadi
Boards are functional in Maharashtra
providing social security to lakhs of
head load workers of Maharashtra,
though Mathadi workers there are
now apprehensive about the future
of these boards.
The Act regulates employment,
establishes a employer–worker
relationship and links the social
security benefits to employment.

These three elements—regulation
of employment, establishing an
employer–worker relationship, and
linkage of social security—are the
three pivots crucial for any social
security scheme for unorganised
sector workers. Otherwise there can
only be jumlas.
(Sudhir Katiyar is with the
Centre for Labor Research and
Action.)

A Modest Tax on Billionaires Can Ensure
Basic Economic Rights to All
Prabhat Patnaik
The basic income scheme that
is in the air these days, which
amounts to handing over a certain
sum of money to every household
to ensure that it reaches a threshold
cash income, is an extremely flawed
scheme. Instead of enjoining upon
the state the obligation to provide
essential goods and services like
food, education and health to its
citizens, it absolves the State of
all such responsibility, once it has
handed over a certain amount of
money, an amount moreover which is
not truly indexed to prices and whose
transfer is usually accompanied by
a withdrawal of existing subsidies
and welfare expenditures. Besides,
even conceptually, cash transfers
amount to a largesse given by the
State, while what should be insisted
upon is the right of every citizen to
a minimum standard of material life
which the State has a duty to provide.
Whenever this issue of economic
rights of citizens, on a par with the
political rights enshrined in the
Constitution, is raised, the question
is typically asked: where are the

resources for it? Such a question,
of course, is never raised when the
Budget hands over huge amounts as
concessions to capitalists, ostensibly
to boost their “animal spirits” so that
they can invest more and raise the
growth rate. It comes up only when
raising the people’s living standards
is under discussion. Still, no matter
how dishonest the questioners’
intent, it is worth providing a rough
answer to this question. This is given
below.
Let us take five basic universal
and justiciable economic rights:
right to food, right to free publiclyprovided quality healthcare through
a National Health Service, right
to free publicly provided quality
education, right to employment, and
right to adequate old-age pension
and disability benefits. And let us see
how much these rights would cost.
We shall examine only the additional
expenditure over and above what
is already spent on some of these
items at present, as if we are taking
a snapshot picture today. These
estimates rely on the work of many
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independent researchers, who are not
specifically named.
It has been estimated that for
providing employment for 100 days
per household to 37.5 million urban
households (living in towns with
population less than one million), the
total cost, including both wages and
material costs (in the ratio 50:50),
at wage rates which vary according
to skill-level, Rs 300 per day for
the bottom 30%, Rs 500 for the
next 30% and Rs 700 for the next
20% (the top 20% are assumed not
to avail of such work) will be Rs.
2.8 lakh crore per annum. In rural
areas, if the rural job guarantee
scheme, MGNREGS (Mahatma
Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Scheme), is actually made
to provide 100 days of employment
to every job-card holder at a wage
rate of Rs 200 per day, then the total
cost would be Rs. 2.3 lakh crore.
The two schemes together, urban
and rural, add up to Rs 5.1 lakh
crore. Since Rs. 60,000 crore is the
current allocation for MGNREGS
in the Central Budget, the additional
amount required is Rs 4.5 lakh
crore.
We have taken only 100 days
of employment per household, and
that too only for job-card holders in
rural areas, and in towns below one
million population in urban areas.
This is not the same as ensuring
a right to employment for every
individual citizen, which is our aim.
But there will be no more than two
employment-seeking individuals
per household (children will be in
school anyway in the new situation),
and the number of days of actual
employment demanded, which will
be in addition to the employment
they already have (and this will
increase because of the institution
of the other rights), will perhaps be

less than 100 on average. In fact in
urban areas, it is unlikely that two
individuals in 80% of households
will be demanding 100 days of
employment each. Considering all
these factors which act in contrary
directions, we can perhaps take this
figure of Rs 4.5 lakh crore as a first
approximation to the amount that
needs to be provided for instituting
the right to employment as such.
As regards food, there is already
a substantial food subsidy that
is provided for in the budgets of
the Centre and the states. The
universalisation of the distribution
of cheap food, considering that there
will be a certain amount of voluntary
drop-out, is unlikely to require more
than an additional Rs 1 lakh crore.
As regards pensions, it has been
estimated that 12.8 crore persons
above the age of 60 will need to
be catered to. Providing pensions,
entirely on a non-contributory basis,
at the rate of Rs 2,000 per month
to about 12.8 crore persons above
the age of 60, would cost, in round
figures, an additional Rs 3 lakh crore.
On education and health, instead
of making specific estimates, let us
assume that 6% of gross domestic
product (GDP) should be provided
for the former, as suggested long
ago by the Kothari Commission,
from the coffers of the State, and
3% of GDP should be provided for
the latter, which is a benchmark
suggested by many, from the coffers
of the State. This would require
the State to increase its education
expenditure by 2% of GDP and its
health expenditure by 2% of GDP
also. These two together add up to
Rs 6.6 lakh crore.
The total of all these amounts
comes to Rs 15.1 lakh crore, or
roughly 9% of GDP. True, there
are many expenditures we have left

out; but, on the other side, while
our concern is with additional
expenditure, we have not reckoned
with current state government
expenditures, which are quite
substantial under many of these
heads. Besides, the expenditure
on some of these heads ipso facto
leads to the achievement of other
objectives: instituting an authentic
right to education, for instance,
requires large-scale construction
of school buildings, which also
generates employment and hence
serves ipso facto to realise the right to
employment. Adding up, as we have
done, the requirements calculated for
different heads, therefore, amounts
to an overstatement. Assuming on
balance that these various overestimations and under-estimations
cancel one another, we shall take Rs
15 lakh crore as the additional sum
required at present for realising these
five basic economic rights.
How is this sum to be raised?
Let us assume that it should not be
raised through any increase in the
fiscal deficit, not because an increase
in this deficit will have inflationary
consequences, as is often claimed,
but because it increases wealth
inequality compared with a situation
where an equivalent amount of
public expenditure is tax-financed.
There is plenty of scope for
raising this sum through wealth
taxation. In India, shockingly, there
is virtually no wealth taxation worth
the name; and wealth inequality
has been increasing phenomenally.
According to Credit Suisse data, the
top 1% of households in the country
currently own as much as 60% of
total private wealth, which is higher
than the figure for the US. A host of
even “establishment” economists
across the world have been
demanding higher wealth taxation
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to reverse the growing inequality
under neo-liberalism which they
rightly see as being inimical to
democracy. Even the Davos summit
has expressed concern over growing
wealth inequality. Wealth taxation
in short is desirable per se, quite
apart from its necessity for meeting
welfare expenditures.
To be sure, any wealth taxation
has to be a comprehensive one,
complemented by taxes on gifts and
transfers which would be a means
of evasion. But assuming that such
checks are in place, wealth taxation,
precisely because it hardly exists at
present, can be a potent means of
resource mobilisation.
According to the Global Wealth
Migration Review 2018, the total net
worth of only billionaires in India
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amounts at present to Rs 557 lakh
crore. A 1% tax on the wealth of just
these billionaires will get, in round
figures, Rs 5.6 lakh crore per annum.
Wealth taxation has also got
to be supplemented by inheritance
taxation. In fact, inheritance taxation
is perfectly in sync with the ideology
of capitalism. This ideology holds
that capitalists owe their wealth
to some special talent which they
possess. But then there is no reason
why their children, until they too
have displayed these talents, should
also be the possessors of such
wealth.
If we assume that every year 5%
of the total wealth of billionaires
gets transferred to their children, or
other legatees, as inheritance, then
even a modest taxation of one-third

on such inheritance would fetch Rs
9.33 lakh crore. Just these two taxes
in short, and that too levied only on
billionaires, will be quite enough
to finance the creation of a welfare
state in India in which every citizen
will enjoy a set of economic rights.
Of course, we have been talking
here only of money sums, while one
has to consider the logical problems
that may arise if taxation of a stock
(wealth) is used for generating
resources for an expenditure flow.
But since the argument invariably
is confined to the question of
money sums, we have also confined
ourselves to this question alone. The
basic point is that the money sum
required for expenditures to ensure
a set of basic economic rights, can
be easily raised.

George Fernandes: A Man of Many Contradictions
Qurban Ali
George Mathew Fernandes
was one of the firebrand Socialist
leaders of his time. He was a priest
for a short period, a trade unionist,
agriculturist, political activist, human
rights activist, parliamentarian and
journalist, all rolled into one. He led
the famous railway strike involving
1.5 million workers in 1974, when
the entire nation was brought to
a halt. As the Chairman of the
Socialist Party of India, Minister
of Communications, Minister of
Industry, Minister of Railways
and Minister for Defense, George
Fernandes was full of surprises and
contradictions. I clearly remember
that when he was a union minister
in the Morarji government, he
defended the no-confidence motion
against his government for two and
a half hours, and then resigned the

same day. That was George!
A politician who long
campaigned against the atom bomb,
he was also one of the champions
of India's nuclear power. Fernandes
set new standards as a Defense
Minister by braving the inhospitable
Himalayan heights to visit troops
on the battlefront and became the
darling of the jawans.
In 1949, Fernandes moved to
Bombay in search of a job. His
life was tough in the metropolis
and he had to sleep on the streets
until he got a job as a proof-reader
for a newspaper. George once
described the beginning of his
career in Bombay in the following
words, “When I came to Bombay, I
used to sleep on the benches of the
Chowpatty Sands. In the middle of
the night, policemen would come

and wake me up and ask me to
move.” Here he came in contact
with the great Socialist leader, Dr
Rammanohar Lohia, who was also
one of the greatest influences on his
life. Later, he joined the socialist
trade union movement under the
veteran trade union leader Placid
D' Mello and became his disciple.
He rose to prominence as a trade
unionist and fought for the rights of
labourers in small-scale industries
such as hotels and restaurants.
Emerging as a key figure in the
Bombay labour movement in the
early 1950s, Fernandes was a central
figure in the unionisation of sections
of Bombay labour. As a fiery trade
union leader, Fernandes organised
many strikes and bandhs in Bombay
in the 50s and 60s and soon came
to be known as Bumbai Bandh Ka
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Hero. He served as a member of the
Bombay Municipal Corporation
from 1961 to 1967 and continuously
raised the problems of the exploited
workers in the representative body
of the city.
The pivotal moment that thrust
Fernandes into the limelight was
his decision to contest the 1967
general elections. He was offered a
party ticket for the Bombay South
constituency by the Samyukta
Socialist Party (SSP) against the
politically more popular Sadashiv
Kanoji Patil of the Indian National
Congress in Bombay. Sadashiv
Kanoji Patil, or S. K. Patil, as
he was popularly known, was a
seasoned politician, with many
decades of experience behind him.
S.K. Patil was also a powerful
minister in the Indira Gandhi cabinet
and an unrivaled fund-raiser for
the undivided Congress party.
Nevertheless, Fernandes won against
Patil by garnering 48.5 per cent of
the votes, thus earning his nickname,
"George, the Giant Killer".
In the early 1970s, Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi was
riding the crest of unprecedented
popularity after the liberation of
Bangladesh. But soon after, with
notorious corruption cases against
her, primarily because of the public
awareness created by movements
like Navnirman agitation in Gujarat
and Bihar, her popularity started
waning. George, as President of the
All India Railwaymen's Federation,
organised one of the most notable
agitations the country has seen, the
railway strike of 1974. This was
also the time when Indira Gandhi
ordered the well-known Pokharan
nuclear explosion in the deserts
of Rajasthan. There are political
analysts who believe till today that
the much controversial step was

taken by her out of sheer despair, and
with the sole intention of breaking
the railway strike. The idea was
to divert the nation's attention and
drum up support for herself. (It is a
historical irony that while Pokharan
I was prompted by George's strike,
Pokharan II was executed with
him as the defence minister in the
Vajpayee government).
But George Fernandes also has
a stained and murky past. He will be
remembered as the one who justified
the Gujarat riots in 2002 and the
murder of Australian missionary
Graham Staines and his sons in
Odisha. Once upon a time, he was
a proponent of Mahatma Gandhi's
politics of non-violence, but later
turned to believe in politics of
violence and organised the 'Baroda
Dynamite conspiracy'—a plan to
blow up government establishments
to protest against the Emergency.
When the Emergency was lifted in
1977, Madhu Limaye was offered
ministership in Morarji Desai's
cabinet but he insisted on making

George a minister to end his trial
in the 'Baroda Dynamite Case' so
that George could come out of jail.
Fernandes will also be remembered
for making this country a ‘Friend
of Israel’ by using spies like Ram
Swarup as an agent of Israel and
against Palestine.
His was a life riddled with
controversies and accomplishments
alike. A towering figure in modern
In d i an p o l i t i cs , Geo rg e w a s
compelled to leave the public eye
at the fag end of his political career
when his name figured prominently
in a corruption case. The scandal
caused an uproar and Fernandes had
to resign from his post as the Defence
Minister in the Vajpayee government.
Any chances of returning to political
life were quashed with the onset of
Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease.
George passed away at 88 and lived
with his once-estranged wife Leila
Kabir. Rest in Peace, George.
(Qurban Ali is a senior broadcast
journalist.)

Namvar Singh Defined the Contours of
Hindu Literary Culture
Apoorvanand
The most brilliant mind of our
literary world is no more. The death
of Hindi literary critic Namvar
Singh truly marks the end of an era.
What was this era? It was defined
by the excitement of creation and
an eagerness to sincerely engage
with it. It can, therefore, be called
a true age of criticism. Namvar
Singh was shaped by the Gandhi–
Nehru era, which has been the
only period of criticism in modern
India. For, criticism exists only with

creation. But the task of criticism
is not to validate creation or be
its propagandist. Criticism is not
secondary to creation. Since creation
is, in itself, a response, a critical
one to the existing reality, it must
submit itself to criticism, which
examines it by the standards it has
set autonomously.
Namvar Singh epitomised this
spirit of criticism. Hindi has seen
great critics like Ram Chandra
Shukla and Hazari Prasad Dwivedi
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or Ram Vilas Sharma, but Namvar
Singh strode like a colossus. It is
seldom that a critic remains at the
centre of literary discussion for
more than half a century. Namvar
Singh, trained in the classical literary
traditions, was equally conversant
with modern literary canons. He
called himself a humble disciple of
Dwivedi, who in turn was influenced
by the cosmic and cosmopolitan
vision of Rabindranath Tagore.
Nothing is beyond criticism, was
the motto of the guru and the shishya.
No tradition, no canon was sacred or
holy enough to not be tested by the
fire of criticism. Namvar Singh had
tradition in his bones and could,
therefore, question its lofty claims—
he knew when tradition was a source
of nourishment and when it turned
into a deadening disease. He was
the last authoritative voice on the
Aapabhransha literature in Hindi
and knew his Sanskrit so well that
the Sanskrit scholars never tried
to dispute his judgement. Namvar
Singh held that tradition can never
be seen as singular, it had to be
plural. His book, which is also a
tribute to his guru, is titled Doosri
Parampara Ki Khoj. There was
no one single high tradition to
which all “little” traditions must
submit. He loved new voices. Young
writers remember with gratitude
and fondness the phone calls and
postcards from Namvar Singh. He
preferred to err on the side of New.
Only Ashok Vajpeyi comes close to
him in this respect.
The range of Namvar Singh’s
scholarship was mind-boggling.
He was inarguably the first and the
only Hindi scholar and intellectual
who commanded the respectful
attention of luminaries from the
world of social sciences and politics.
He remained a voracious reader till
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the last and, like Bipan Chandra,
fought his weakening eyesight to
keep reading. It can be said that
reading ate into his writing time. He
remained a reluctant writer. People
often treated this as laziness, but
those who knew him well understood
that it was his humility, the result of
his companionship with the greats of
the world of letters, that made him a
reluctant writer.
Namvar Singh is described as
a Marxist critic. But the adjective
is redundant when applied to his
work. Criticism is not a colony of
social sciences. In fact, its autonomy
from ideological labels makes it
a worthwhile activity. He also did
not fall into the trap of theory,
which became a fashion in the West
and marginalised the discipline of
criticism for a long time. For Namvar
Singh, practical criticism was
essential to keep the act of criticism
relevant, not only to literature but to
life itself. He was the first Marxist
to challenge the official Marxian
aesthetic canons and introduce
revisionists or unofficial Marxists
such as Walter Benjamin, Theodore
Adorno and Antonio Gramsci to the
Hindi reading public.
Namvar Singh developed a
unique writing style. He wore
his scholarship lightly and his
writing was accessible even to those
uninitiated into literary discourses.
He was also popular as a orator, who
commanded large followings in big
and small towns. People from all
walks of life thronged to listen to
him. Not surprisingly, some called
this frugal writer a representative of
vachik tradition.
Namvar Singh never sacrificed
his teaching for the sake of his
other vocation, writing. He was
faithful to his students, and prepared
meticulously for his classes. He

enjoyed polemics. There has not
been a better master of this art than
him. But he yearned for dialogue
and understanding. Criticism can
remain democratic only by inviting
conversation.
In the passing away of Namvar
Singh, the art of the word has lost a
true lover.
(The writer teaches at Delhi
University.)
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Setting the Record Straight on Gandhi and Race
Ramachandra Guha
Was Mohandas Karamchand
Gandhi a racist? This question
is being asked afresh in light of
the removal of a Gandhi statue in
Ghana. The petition that led to the
statue being taken down quoted
several statements made by Gandhi.
Notably, however, they all date from
his early years in South Africa. What
Gandhi said or thought about Africa
and Africans, race and racism, in
his mature adulthood are ignored
altogether.
In his 20s, Gandhi was
unquestionably a racist. He believed
in a hierarchy of civilisations, with
Europeans at the top, Indians just
below them and Africans absolutely
at the bottom. He spoke of the native
inhabitants of Africa in patronising
and even pejorative language.
However, by the time he was in his
mid-30s, Gandhi no longer spoke of
Africans as inferior to Indians.
The evolution of Gandhi’s views
find expression in a fascinating (and
neglected) speech delivered by
Gandhi at the Johannesburg YMCA
in May 1908. He was participating in
a debate on the topic: ‘Are Asiatics
and the Coloured races a menace to
the Empire?’
Gandhi may have been the
only non-white present; he was
certainly the only non-white speaker.
Opposing the motion, he pointed
out that the labour of Africans
and Asians had made the Empire
what it was. “Who can think of the
British Empire without India?” he
asked, adding: “South Africa would
probably be a howling wilderness
without the Africans.” He went on
to insist that it was “the mission of

the English race, even when there
are subject races, to raise them to
equality with themselves, to give
them absolutely free institutions and
make them absolutely free men.”
So by 1908, Gandhi was clear that
Africans as well as Indians needed
to be placed on an absolutely equal
footing with Europeans. In another
speech made in Germiston the next
year, he said that if the Africans took
to non-violent resistance against
racial discrimination, “there would
probably be no native question left
to be solved.”
The longer Gandhi lived in
Africa, the more he shed the racism
of his boyhood and youth. In 1910
he remarked: “The negroes alone are
the original inhabitants of the land.
. . . The whites, on the other hand,
have occupied the land forcibly and
appropriated it to themselves.”
By now, Gandhi’s newspaper,
Indian Opinion, was featuring
reports on discrimination against
Africans by the white regime. One
such report dealt with an annual
high school examination in Pretoria.
In the past, African students were
allowed to sit with their white peers.
This time, the Town Hall—where
the exams were held—barred them,
passing a resolution that no African
or any other person of colour would
be allowed to enter the building.
Gandhi thought this reason
enough for non-violent protest. “In
a country like this,” he remarked,
“the Coloured people are placed
in an extremely difficult situation.
We think there is no way out of this
except satyagraha. Such instances
are a natural consequence of the

whites’ refusal to treat the Coloured
people as their equals. It is in order
to put an end to this state of affairs
that we have been fighting in the
Transvaal, and it is not surprising
that the fight against a people with
deep prejudice should take a long
time.”
Gandhi returned to India in
1914. His views on race continued
to evolve in a progressive direction.
In his book Satyagraha in South
Africa, published in the 1920s,
Gandhi offered a spirited defence
of African religion. In disputing the
claims of European missionaries,
Gandhi wrote that Africans had
“a perfect grasp of the distinction
between truth and falsehood”. He
thought they practiced truthfulness
to a far greater extent than either
Europeans or Indians.
Gandhi’s satyagrahas of the
1920s and 1930s were widely
reported in the African–American
press. Reading these reports, a
resident of Chicago named Arthur
Sewell wrote to Gandhi that the blacks
were “keenly and sympathetically”
following his movement. Sewell said
his people deeply “sympathize[d]
and suffer[ed]” with India and
Indians, “for here, in America, they
[the white racists] not only rob us of
our possessions and hurdle us into
the prisons unjustly, but they mob,
lynch and burn us up with fire.”
The struggle against British
colonialism in India, thought Sewell,
anticipated “the independence of
all the dark peoples of the world”.
“May God bless you,” this AfricanAmerican told Gandhi, “and enable
you to carry on the great battle for
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righteous adjustment until you win
a glorious victory for the common
cause of the lowly; that is the prayer
of fourteen millions of Negroes of
America.”
Gandhi was in touch with leaders
of the African National Congress,
and with civil right activists from
the United States. In 1936, Howard
Thurman—a future mentor to Martin
Luther King—came to Sevagram to
meet Gandhi. Thurman wrote of how
he had been subject to an intense
examination by the Indian leader:
“persistent, pragmatic, questions
about American Negroes, about the
course of slavery, and how we had
survived it.”
Gandhi was puzzled that, in
order to escape or defy oppression,
the slaves had not converted to
Islam, since, as he put it, “the
Moslem religion is the only religion
in the world in which no lines are
drawn from within the religious
fellowship. Once you are in, you are
all the way in”.
Thurman was impressed both
by Gandhi’s curiosity and his range
of interests. Gandhi, he recalled,
“wanted to know about voting
rights, lynching, discrimination,
public school education, the
churches and how they functioned.
His questions covered the entire
sweep of our experience in American
society.”
Three years later, a leader of the
African National Congress named
S.S. Tema visited Sevagram. The first
question he asked Gandhi was what
the ANC could learn from the Indian
National Congress. Gandhi thought
that the leaders of the ANC were
excessively Europeanised, wearing
Western dress and professing the
Christian faith, in both respects
standing apart from the majority
of Africans. “You must become
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Africans once more,” he told the
visitor.
Gandhi told Tema that he wanted
the establishment of “the friendliest
relations” between Africans and
Indians. He thought that Indians
should cultivate trust among
Africans “by always acting on the
square towards you. They may not
put themselves in opposition to your
legitimate aspirations, or run you
down as ‘savages’ while exalting
themselves as ‘cultured’ people
in order to secure concessions for
themselves at your expense.”
Finally, the visitor asked if
Christianity could bring ‘salvation
to Africa’. Gandhi’s answer is worth
quoting in full:
“Christianity, as it is known
and practised today, cannot bring
salvation to your people. It is my
conviction that those who today
call themselves Christian do not
know the true message of Jesus.
I witnessed some of the horrors
that were perpetrated on the Zulus
during the Zulu rebellion. Because
one man, Bambatta, their chief, had
refused to pay his tax, the whole race
was made to suffer. I was in charge
of an ambulance corps. I shall never
forget the lacerated backs of Zulus
who had received stripes and were
brought to us for nursing because
no white nurse was prepared to
look after them. And yet those
who perpetrated all those cruelties
called themselves Christians. They
were ‘educated’, better dressed
than the Zulus, but not their moral
superiors.”
These remarks were a decisive
advance on, and in some respects
a clear repudiation of, Gandhi’s
older views on Africans. He no
longer believed in a hierarchy
of civilisations where Christians
and Hindus were at the top and

Africans at the bottom. He had long
since rejected his once benign view
of imperialism. Europeans were
not morally superior to Zulus. In
their pursuit of wealth and power,
professedly ‘Christian’ nations could
be entirely barbaric.
In 1946, a delegation of South
African Indians called on Gandhi.
He told them to reject a segregated
approach to politics. They should,
he said, “associate with Zulus and
Bantus” too. The “slogan today”,
remarked Gandhi, “is no longer
‘Asia for the Asiatics’ or ‘Africa for
the Africans’ but the unity of all the
exploited races of the earth.”
In the last week of May 1946,
Gandhi wrote that “the Indians in
South Africa are bearing a heavy
burden which they are well able to
discharge. Satyagraha, the mightiest
weapon in the world, was born and
bred there. If they make effective
use of it, it will be well with the
sacred cause they are handling. . . .
The cause is the cause of the honour
of India and through her of all the
exploited coloured races of the earth,
whether they are brown, yellow or
black. It is worth all the suffering of
which they are capable.”
Reading reports of the arrests of
protesters in South Africa, Gandhi
wrote an article for his newspaper
entitled ‘White Man’s Burden’. The
attacks on satyagrahis reminded
him of the practice of lynching
in the American South. The “real
‘white man’s burden’”, he said, “is
not insolently to dominate coloured
or black people under the guise of
protection, it is to desist from the
hypocrisy which is eating into them.
It is time white men learnt to treat
every human being as their equal.”
These words of Gandhi bear
repeating: It is time white men
learnt to treat every human being as
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their equal. Strikingly, however, the
last quote in the recent petition in
Ghana dates to 1906. The last four
decades of Gandhi’s life are left out
altogether. Was this out of ignorance
or malevolence? One does not know.
But the historical record is very clear
on this subject.
While as a young man
Gandhi may have been a racist,

over time he overcame his racism
comprehensively. He befriended,
and met on equal terms, men and
women of all castes, classes, races,
religions and nationalities. He
repeatedly argued that the political
technique of non-violent resistance,
or satyagraha, was necessary
to overcome exploitation of all
kinds suffered by all races. It was

therefore with good reason that the
greatest modern leaders of African
descent, such as Martin Luther
King and Nelson Mandela, saw
Gandhi as a model and exemplar in
their own struggles against racial
discrimination.
(Ramachandra Guha is an
Indian historian and writer.)

New Wings for Socialism
Michael A. Lebowitz
Seventeen years ago, in 1990,
I began an essay with a poem of
Bertolt Brecht. It was a poem about
a man in Europe in the Middle Ages
who put on “things that looked like
wings,” climbed to the roof of a
church, and tried to fly. He crashed,
and the bishop who passed by said,
“No one will ever fly.”
In 1990, what was called the
socialist world had crashed. And,
everywhere there were experts who
saw this as proof: socialism had
failed. No one would ever fly.
What I attempted to do in
that essay was to challenge the
theoretical arguments against
socialism, theoretical arguments,
in particular, against the Marxist
case for socialism. And, I proposed
that there had been a distortion
of Marxism both in theory and in
practice—a distortion that forgot
about human beings, a determinist
message focusing upon productive
forces that was silent about “the
nature of human beings produced
within an economic system.” The
determinist argument which stresses
the primacy of productive forces,
I argued, could never understand
why Marx sacrificed his “health,
happiness and family” to write
Capital. Nor could it make sense of

why Marx never stopped stressing
that workers could make themselves
fit to create a new society only
through the process of struggle.
What was my essential point?
It was to emphasize the importance
of developing a new common
sense—one which sees the logic of
producing together in order to satisfy
human needs. The failure to do this
and to stress instead the development
of productive forces, I proposed,
leads inevitably to a dead end—the
dead end which we could see in front
of us. The point was simple: as Che
Guevara had stressed in his classic
Man and Socialism in Cuba, to build
socialism it is essential, along with
building new material foundations,
to build new human beings.
But, how? I focused upon
a number of elements. Selfmanagement in the process of
production, I argued, was an
essential element: “Insofar as people
produce themselves in the course of
all their activities, the very process
of engaging in democratic forms
of production is an essential part
of producing people for whom
the need for cooperation is second
nature.” But, self-management in
particular productive units is not
sufficient. You need, I argued, to

replace a focus upon selfishness
and self-orientation with a focus
upon community and solidarity, a
conscious emphasis upon human
needs; i.e., the necessity to engage
in collective solutions to satisfy
human needs must be “recognised as
a responsibility of all individuals.”
And, producing people with these
characteristics could never be
achieved by a state standing over and
above civil society. “Rather, only
through their own activities through
autonomous organisations—at
the neighbourhood, community
and national levels—can people
transform both circumstances
and themselves.” What, in short,
was necessary was “the conscious
development of a socialist civil
society.”
Thus, rather than a focus upon
the development of productive
forces, I stressed the centrality of
human beings and the development
of the institutions which permit them
to transform themselves. This had
not occurred in the Soviet model.
“With its lack of democratic and
cooperative production, its absence
of a socialist civil society and its
actually existing bureaucratic rule,”
so-called real socialism had not
produced the new human beings
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who could build a better world. And,
that, I proposed, was the lesson we
had to learn from this experience.
Rather than concluding from the
crash that socialism had failed and
that no one would ever fly, the lesson
for socialists was different. My
concluding line was: “No one should
ever again try to fly with those things
that only look like wings.”
A Confession, a Miracle, and a
New Beginning
But, let me make a confession.
That argument sounds a lot more
confident than I really was. Nineteenninety was a time of demoralization.
However critical one might be about
the inadequacy of the socialist
experiments that had now crashed,
no one who believed in a society of
social justice could escape a sick
feeling in the stomach from seeing
the apparent victory of capitalism.
Cuba had not yet succumbed. But,
how long could it hold out by
itself? How long before we would
hear the triumphant crowing of US
imperialism, finally able to destroy
this challenge? (A challenge both to
its rule of the hemisphere and to its
ideological rule.) And, how long,
how many generations, before we
could try to fly again? All of these
worries were not mentioned in the
essay. After all, one purpose of
the article was to keep the red flag
flying rather than to join in a retreat.
But, the prospects were not at all
encouraging.
Yet, this was all before what I
think of as the “Cuban Miracle.”
Here was a small, poor country
which had been blockaded for
decades by US imperialism and that
had survived by establishing trade
relations and economic integration
with the Eastern “real socialist”
bloc. And, suddenly that bloc, which
accounted for 80 percent of Cuba’s
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trade was gone. How could Cuba
possibly survive now? How could
it purchase the oil it needed to run
industry and transportation? And,
there weren’t only the economic
problems as the result of the
disappearance of the Soviet Union
and its allies. There was also
the accelerated political offensive
initiated in the United States with
new restrictive legislation such as
the Helms-Burton Act designed to
bring Cuba to its knees.
But, Cuba was not brought to its
knees. The Cuban people suffered.
The per capita income dropped
a minimum of 33 percent, and in
1994 (when I went there for an
international solidarity meeting) you
could see the effects in the stores,
the streets, and the general health
of people. But, what imperialism
wanted did not happen: Cuba stayed
firm—despite the suffering. And,
that is what I call the Cuban Miracle.
How did it happen?
Of course, it wasn’t really
a miracle—if we mean by that
something which drops from the
sky and which cannot be explained
as a product of human activity. What
happened in Cuba can be understood.
It reflected years in the development
of a new common sense, one in which
solidarity was stressed and nurtured
(especially through the practice of
international solidarity); it mirrored
the development of dignity and a
pride in the achievements of the
Cuban Revolution (especially in the
areas of health and education); and it
embodied the existence of a strong
leadership committed to socialism.
Cuba survived this period by building
upon its best accomplishments and
at the same time deepening its
democratic practices through worker
and community assemblies and
congresses.
In a world where the mantra was

TINA—that there is no alternative
to neoliberalism—this was indeed
a miracle. It was a miracle in the
literal sense: a wonderful thing to
behold. And, I think that we do not
give this Cuban miracle sufficient
credit. Because it demonstrated
that there was an alternative, an
alternative based on concepts of
solidarity and human development.
And, that example, an example
which demonstrates the importance
of the battle of ideas in building new
human beings, has been essential
especially in Latin America. In this
respect, I regard Cuba’s victory
over imperialism in the Special
Period not as the last chapter of
twentieth-century socialism but as
a new beginning—the first chapter
of socialism for the twenty-first
century.
The Vision of Socialism for the
Twenty-First Century
What do we mean by socialism
for the twenty-first century? I
think it is precisely what President
Chávez called for when he spoke of
the need to reinvent socialism: “We
must reclaim socialism as a thesis,
a project and a path, but a new type
of socialism, a humanist one, which
puts humans and not machines or the
state ahead of everything.”
That vision can be seen in the
Bolivarian Constitution which talks
about “ensuring overall human
development,” about “developing
the creative potential of every human
being and the full exercise of his
or her personality in a democratic
society,” about participation being
“the necessary way of achieving the
involvement to ensure their complete
development, both individual and
collective,” and in the identification
of democratic planning and
participatory budgeting at all levels
of society and “self-management,
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co-management, cooperatives in
all forms” as examples of “forms
of association guided by the
values of mutual cooperation and
solidarity.”
That vision was further
articulated by President Chávez,
when he talked in 2003 about the
nature of the “social economy”
which “bases its logic on the human
being, on work, that is to say,
on the worker and the worker’s
family, that is to say, in the human
being.” This is the concept of an
economy which is not dominated
by the idea of economic gain and
exchange values; rather, he stressed,
“the social economy generates
mainly use-value.” Its purpose is
“the construction of the new man,
of the new woman, of the new
society.” This is a familiar vision: it
is the ideal of the great religions, of
humanist traditions, of indigenous
societies—the idea of a human
family, of human beings linked by
solidarity rather than self-interest.
Certainly, too, this is a vision
which rejects the perverse logic of
capital and the idea that the criterion
for what is good is what is profitable.
It rejects the linking of people, too,
through exchange of commodities,
where our criterion for satisfying
the needs of others is whether this
benefits us as individuals or groups
of individuals. This is a vision
expressed so clearly by István
Mészáros when he drew upon Marx
to talk about a society in which, rather
than the exchange of commodities,
there is an exchange of activities
based upon communal needs and
communal purposes. And, that
vision was embraced by President
Chávez in 2005 when he said “we
have to create a communal system
of production and consumption, a
new system.” We have to build, he
insisted, “this communal system

of production and consumption, to
help to create it, from the popular
bases, with the participation of
the communities, through the
community organizations, the
cooperatives, self-management and
different ways to create this system.”
Elements of the New Socialism
But, how do you go beyond a
vision to create this new system?
What steps do you take? Mészáros
emphasizes that in the complex
dialectic of production–distribution–
consumption, no one part can stand
alone—it is necessary to radically
restructure the whole of these
relations. If we think of socialism,
like capitalism, as a “structure
of society, in which all relations
coexist simultaneously and support
one another” (Marx), how can you
build this new system? How can you
make any real change if you have to
change all relations—and you can’t
change them all simultaneously?
It must be done the same
way that capitalism developed.
Capitalism developed through a
process, a process of “subordinating
all elements of society to itself”
and by creating for itself the organs
which it lacked. The new socialist
society similarly must develop
through a process of subordinating
all the elements of capitalism and
the logic of capital and by a process
of inserting its own logic centered
in human beings in its place. It
proceeds by assembling the elements
of a new dialectic of production–
distribution–consumption.
What are those elements? At
the core of this new combination
are three characteristics: (a)
social ownership of the means of
production, which is a basis for
(b) social production organized
by workers in order to (c) satisfy
communal needs and communal

purposes. Let us consider each in its
turn and their combination.
A. Social ownership of the means
of production is critical because it
is the only way to ensure that our
communal, social productivity is
directed to the free development
of all rather than used to satisfy the
private goals of capitalists, groups
of individuals, or state bureaucrats.
Social ownership, however, is not
the same as state ownership. State
property is consistent with state
capitalist enterprises, hierarchical
statist firms, or firms in which
particular groups of workers (rather
than society as a whole) capture
the major benefits of this state
property. Social ownership implies
a profound democracy—one in
which people function as subjects,
both as producers and as members
of society.
B. Production organized by
workers builds new relations among
producers—relations of cooperation
and solidarity; it furthermore allows
workers to end “the crippling of body
and mind” and the loss of “every
atom of freedom, both in bodily and
in intellectual activity” (Marx) that
comes from the separation of head
and hand characteristic of capitalist
production. As long as workers are
prevented from developing their
capacities by combining thinking and
doing in the workplace, they remain
alienated and fragmented human
beings whose enjoyment consists in
possessing and consuming things.
Further, as long as this production
is carried out for their private gain
rather than that of society, they look
upon others (and, indeed, each other)
as means to their own ends and thus
remain alienated, fragmented, and
crippled. Social production, thus, is
a condition for the full development
of the producers.
C. Satisfaction of communal
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needs and purposes has as its
necessary condition a means of
identifying and communicating those
needs and purposes. Thus, it requires
the development of the democratic
institutions at every level which
can express the needs of society.
Production reflects communal
needs only with information and
decisions which flow from the
bottom up. However, in the absence
of the transformation of society,
the needs transmitted upward are
the needs of people formed within
capitalism—people who are “in
every respect, economically, morally
and intellectually, still stamped with
the birth marks of the old society”
(Marx). Within the new socialist
society, the “primacy of needs” is
based not upon the individual right
to consume things without limit
but, rather, upon “the worker’s own
need for development”; these are the
needs of people in a society where
the free development of each is the
condition for the free development
of all. In a society like this, where
our productive activity for others
is rewarding in itself and where
there is all-round development of
individuals, society can place upon
its banner: to each according to his/
her need for development.
As consideration of these
three specific elements suggests,
realization of each element depends
upon the existence of the other two—
precisely Mészáros’s point about the
inseparability of this distributionproduction-consumption complex:
Without production for social needs,
no real social property; without
social property, no worker decisionmaking oriented toward society’s
needs; without worker decisionmaking, no transformation of people
and their needs. The presence of
the defects inherited from the old
society in any one element poisons
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the others. Thus, we return to
the essential question: how is a
transition possible when everything
depends upon everything else?
Building Revolutionary Subjects
In order to identify the measures
necessary to build this new socialist
society, it is absolutely critical
to understand Marx’s concept
of “revolutionary practice”—
the simultaneous changing of
circumstances and human activity
or self-change. To change a
structure in which all relations
coexist simultaneously and support
one another, you have to do more
than try to change a few elements
in that structure, you must stress
at all times the hub of all these
relations—human beings as subjects
and products of their own activity.
Every activity in which people
engage forms them. Thus, there are
two products of every activity—the
changing of circumstance or things
(e.g., in the production process) and
the human product. This second side
of production is easily forgotten when
talking about structural changes;
however, it was not forgotten in
the emphasis of the Bolivarian
Constitution upon practice and
protagonism—in particular, the
stress upon participation as “the
necessary way of achieving the
involvement to ensure their complete
development, both individual and
collective.”
What is the significance of
recognizing this process of producing
people explicitly? First, it helps us to
understand why changes must occur
in all spheres—every moment that
people act within old relations is a
process of reproducing old ideas and
attitudes. Working under hierarchical
relations, functioning without the
ability to make decisions in the

workplace and society, and focusing
upon self-interest rather than upon
solidarity within society—these
activities produce people on a daily
basis; it is the reproduction of the
conservatism of everyday life.
Recognizing this second side
also directs us to focus upon the
introduction of concrete measures
which explicitly take into account the
effect of those measures upon human
development. Thus, for every step
two questions must be asked: (1)
how does this change circumstances
and (2) how does this help to produce
revolutionary subjects and increase
their capacities?
We are back, then, at the question
of what was missing in the old efforts
to build a new socialist society. In
forgetting what Che knew—the
necessity to build new socialist
human beings simultaneously, those
early attempts tried to fly with
things that only looked like wings.
When you begin, however, from
the centrality of human subjects,
you never forget that democratic,
participatory, and protagonistic
practices are at the heart of creating
the new socialist human beings and
a new socialist society.
Let me return explicitly to the
title of my essay. We have learned
from the failures of the past. And,
we no longer accept the story that
man will never fly. Venezuela has
a wonderful opportunity to build
this new society. It is blessed with
important natural resources; it has
begun upon a path of developing
a new common sense based upon
protagonism and solidarity, and it
has strong socialist leadership. Build
it now.
(Michael Lebowitz is professor
emeritus of economics at Simon
Fraser University in Vancouver,
Canada.)
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Remembering Kaifi Azmi
This is the centenary year of the indefatigable poetactivist, Kaifi Azmi (1919-2002). ‘I was born in a slave
India,grew up in an Independent India and would like
to die in a Socialist India’ was his dream. Unfortunately,
when he died, the socialist / left movement in the country
was on a downswing, while fascist forces were on the
rise. Yet, even in his last days, Kaifi Azmi lost none of
his hope and conviction. He will always be present in
his poetry as a bulwark against despair and defeat, a
beacon of courage and hope. We pay our tributes to him
by re-publishing his epic poem, Doosa Banwas, that he
wrote against the backdrop of the communal violence that
followed the Babri Masjid demolition in 1992:
Ram banwaas se jab laut ke ghar mein aaye,
Yaad jangal bahut aaya jo nagar mein aaye,
Raqsse deewangee aangan mein jo dekha hoga,
6 december ko Shri Ram ne socha hoga,
Itne deewane kahan se mere ghar mein aaye?
Jagmagate thhe jahan Ram key qadmon ke nishaan,
Piyaar kee kahkashan leti thi angdayee jahan,
Mod nafrat ke usee rah guzar mein aaye,
Dharam kya unka hae, kya zaat hae, yeh janta kaun?
Ghar na jalta tau unhe raat mein pehchanta kaun,
Ghar jalane ko mera, log jo ghar mein aaye,
Shakahari hae mere dost tumahara khanjar.
Tumne Babar kee taraf pheke thhe saare patthar
Hae mere sar ki khata zakhm jo sar mein aaye,
Paun Sarjoo mein aabhi Ram ne dhoye bhee na thhe
Ke nazar aaye wahan khoon ke gehre dhabbe,
Paun dhoye bina Sarjoo ke kinare se uthe,
Ram yeh kehte hue aapne dwaare se uthe,
Rajdhani kee fiza aayee nahin raas mujhe,
6 December ko mila doosra banwaas mujhe.
A rough translation:
The Second Exile
That evening when Lord Ram returned to his home
He remembered the jungles where he had spent his years
of exile
When he must have seen the dance of madness that
December 6

It must have crossed his mind
From where have so many demented ones landed on my
home
Wherever he had stepped and his footprints had shone
The river waters where thousands of stars of love meandered
Instead now took turns of violence and hatred
What is their religion, what is their caste, who knows?
Had the house not burnt, who would have known the faces
Of those who came to burn my house
Your sword, my friend, is vegetarian.
You threw towards Babar all the stones
It is my head’s fault that, instead, it bleeds
Lord Ram had not even washed his feet in the Saryu waters
When he saw deep blots of blood.
Getting up without washing his feet in the waters
Lord Ram left the precincts of his own residence, bemoaning,
The state of my own capital city no longer suits me
This December 6, I have been condemned to a second exile
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